Located on the sixth flooring of the renowned Century Metropolis Tower, this centre provides a modern-day business facility with terrific amenities and high-tech resources. All office spaces are readily available with tailor made terms to suit the needs of each business and offer access to conference rooms as well as a comfortable lounge, ideal for informal meetings and down-time. Suites are available as individual private units or open-plan shared spaces. As well as office space, this complex also consists of high-end hotel resorts and retail outlets.

Transport links

- Nearest airport:

Key features

- Broadband Internet
- Comfortable lounge
- Conference room
- Disabled facilities (DDA/ASA compliant)
- Double glazing
- Flexible terms
- Furnished work spaces
- Hot desking
- Kitchen facilities
- Lift
- Meeting rooms
- Modern interiors
- Near to subway / underground station
- Office cleaning service
- Open plan workstations
- Town centre location
- WC (separate male & female)
- Wireless networking
Location

Century Metropolis Tower provides a fantastic location within easy reach of numerous public amenities and leisure activities including restaurants, shops and entertainment venues including Yuan Shen Ti Yu Chang. Century Avenue Terminal is accessible directly from within the building which provides onward access to 4 city subway lines, making this centre ideal for accessing all areas of Shanghai. For international travelers, two international airports can be reached by road in under 50 minutes.

Points of interest within 1000 metres

- 6 (subway entrance) - 111m from business centre
- Century Avenue (railway station) - 159m from business centre
- Century Avenue (railway station) - 173m from business centre
- Century Avenue (railway station) - 174m from business centre
- Century Avenue (railway station) - 193m from business centre
- 12 (subway entrance) - 251m from business centre
- 1 (subway entrance) - 279m from business centre
- Courtyard Marriott Hotel (hotel) - 281m from business centre
- 96 Square Shopping Center (department store) - 383m from business centre
- Bao'An (hotel) - 443m from business centre
- Shang Hai Xin Zhu Yuan Zhong Xue (school) - 493m from business centre
- NYU Shanghai (university) - 574m from business centre
- 7 (subway entrance) - 63m from business centre
- Jia Rui Jiu Dian (hotel) - 673m from business centre
- Pudian Road (railway station) - 688m from business centre
- Pudian Road (railway station) - 769m from business centre
- Yuan Shen Ti Yu Chang (stadium) - 860m from business centre
- Qin Si Yang Dian (place of worship) - 830m from business centre
- Yuan Shen Ti Yu Chang (stadium) - 860m from business centre

All information contained in this document is for guide purposes only and NewOfficeAsia.com.com cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions. Please confirm all details with the agent representing this office space before proceeding. Full terms of service can be viewed at http://www.NewOfficeAsia.com.com/terms-of-service.